“Virtual Visual Facilitation Lite” Pt I

By James Bishop
Tips of the Day

Program Design
Sketch Note
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Energizer - Doodling

• Doodle with a light colour
• Turn doodle into a bird with a darker colour
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Energizer - draw with Letters

• Use CUSO to make a coffee cup
• Use ZUMO to make a light bulb
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Draw A Portrait of Your Partner

• Go into breakout
• Draw a portrait of your partner
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Sketching Workflow

1. Look (become present)
2. See (finding connection)
3. Select the idea
4. Show (Draw it out)
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Challenges & Opportunities
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Power of Visuals

- Clarify your design thinking
- Easier to share ideas
- Better co-creation & claim ownership
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incorporate visual storytelling into your workflow
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Visual Skills - Elements, icons

Make icons with simple shapes
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Visual Skills - Concepts
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Visual Skills - Arrows, Containers
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Visual Skills - People
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Listen & Draw

“How will visuals support my professional development in the next 6 months?”

1. Choose 1 to share
2. Share story (<3mins)
3. Others Listen & Draw
4. Share what you drew
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